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THE IDENTICAL

INTRODUCTION
Ask any youth leader, middle school teacher, or
parent of a teenager to describe what goes on
in adolescence, and you’re likely to get a
response that includes words such as “chaos”,
“change”, and “turbulence.” The teen years are
certainly all of those, and more! Psychologists
who specialize in adolescence have pinpointed
the overarching reason for all the turmoil; they
call this stage of life a period of personal and
social identity formation. The main task of a
teenager is to learn what makes him or her
unique—to develop a clear sense of self while
also learning how to fit in and contribute to
society.

The Identical is an excellent resource for you to
use in your youth ministry to help your young
friends along in that task of identity formation
and infusing God’s participation in that process.

The movie is the compelling story of twin
brothers unknowingly separated at birth during
the Great Depression. DREXEL HEMSLEY
becomes an iconic 50’s rock ‘n’ roll star, while
RYAN WADE  struggles to balance his love for
music with his desire to please his father. The
Reverend Wade  and his wife  are sure their
adopted son has been gifted and called by God
to be a preacher. But Ryan challenges his
parents’ vision for his life, and unflinchingly
chooses to launch his own music career with
his best friend.. Encouraged by his wife  

and employer, Ryan embarks on an
unpredictable, provocative path -
performing the legendary music of
Drexel Hemsley in sold out venues all
across the country. As the brothers’
destinies tragically collide, Ryan
discovers that Drexel is his identical twin
which leads him to question everything
he’s ever believed about God, family and
his own identity.
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Every student in your ministry will be able to
relate to the struggles and joys that Ryan Wade
experiences in the film as he tries to find his
own “calling” in life. Your young friends will
understand that “calling” as their identity
formation task—to discover who God has
made them to be and what He has designed
them to do.

Even the parents of your young friends are
going to appreciate this film. Ray Liotta’s
portrayal of Rev. Reece Wade, the father of the
adopted twin Ryan, is very well done. His mix
of compassion (he rallies to the cause of Israel

Articles – On pages 7 and 14 are a couple of
articles that will give you some in-depth
information about the issue of identity
formation and about the importance of family.
The more you know about those topics, the
more effective you will be in using this film and
these materials.

Movie Clip Discussion Guides – These four
sessions can be used as a weekly series, a
retreat, or as small-group discussions in the
month leading up to taking your group to the
theater.

After-Seeing-The-Movie Discussion Guide –
Kids are very open to talking about a movie just
after seeing it, and The Identical is sure to
generate a lot of interaction. We’ve provided a
guide for you to use in that hour or so just after
seeing the film.

“Follow Your Calling” Meeting Guide – This
youth meeting guide is for you to use when you
have your first “big group” meeting after seeing
the film.

These materials help you get the most out of
the movie resources that interlínc provides on
the Music Video Loop 86 DVD and other
promotional items. All together, these resources
are an incredible opportunity for you—an
opportunity to turn a movie-going experience
into a life-changing event! 

Godspeed!

Ken McCoy

INTERLi�NC. INTERLINC-ONLINE.COM / 800.725.3300

at the opening of the Six-Day War, for instance),
righteous anger, and parental affection gives
the film a welcome level of believability. Parents
will relate to his character and to Ashley Judd’s
role as the supportive mother and wife. Those
roles will likely stir some soul searching among
the parents of your students, and maybe spark
some good parent/teenager conversation!

This Material
Here’s what you have in this “Behind The
Scenes” Youthworker Guide of materials built
around The Identical:

Timeline – This is an easy-to-follow listing of
what you should be doing in the weeks leading
up to seeing the film.
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THE IDENTICAL

TIMELINE
Here’s a suggested timeline that you can follow
as you prepare to make the most of this The
Identical opportunity to reach kids and build
momentum for your group. We’ve included
several creative and fun ideas in this timeline,
so make sure you read it over now and then
you’ll know how to plan and what to prepare.

Now
Plan on packing an entire theater – What would
need to happen in order to have a teenager in
every seat of a showing of the movie in a
theater near you? Would you need to work with
another church or several churches? What
about connecting with your local parachurch
youth programs (Young Life, Cru High School,
Campus Life, etc.)? Dream big, and then get to
work!
Determine your ticket purchase plan – To get a
private screening, you usually have to pay the
going rate for every seat in the theater. Group-
rate tickets are cheaper, and even though you
won’t have the theater to yourself, you’ll create
all kinds of energy and enthusiasm by packing
the house with teenagers. Check with your
local theater about your options.
Determine when you’ll take your group to the
movie – You have several options to consider
with a September movie. Many youth leaders
will want to take their groups to see The
Identical on the opening night/weekend of
September 5th. Since it’s “back to school”
season, with Friday night football and all, you
might consider a Saturday showing on the 6th.
That has the advantage of following-up the film
the next morning in church.

Six Weeks Out
Form an “Identical” Team – You’ll need help if
you’re going to make the most of this ministry
opportunity. Pull together a team of adults who
can help you with the various needs of this kind
of program. Put different people in charge of
Prayer, Publicity, Transportation, Ticket sales,
and Programming. Have them start work
immediately.
Have a Parent’s Meeting – Show the movie
trailer to the parents, talk about your plans,
answer questions, get feedback, sign up
volunteers, and PRAY!
Show Trailer #1 – Let the excitement begin by
showing the trailer to your youth group and
talking about the ministry potential of this
opportunity.

Five Weeks Out
Begin Promoting – In addition to your regular
publicity methods, consider doing these:
• Texting – Start by sending “What is ‘The
Identical’ identical to?” texts to your students.
• Ringtones/Themes – Have a “Who Has The
Coolest ‘50’s Phone?” contest each week
during your youth meetings, with the winner of
the previous meeting taking on the challengers.
Judge phones on the basis of coolest desktop,
ringtones, etc. Award the final winner two free
tickets to the movie, one for him or her and one
for a pre-Christian friend.
‘50’s Night – Have students dress up in their
best ‘50’s styles for one meeting. Have
students vote on the best outfit and award that
person with two free tickets to the movie – or –
award the winner with a “Ride the Hot Rod”
ticket. (Later on you’ll read that you should try
to have at least one vintage car—hopefully a
hot rod—at the church ready to take some kids
to the theater in style! Play vintage games like
Hula Hoop contests, Yo-Yo contests, lip-
syncing contest (to a tune like “Rock Around
the Clock”), etc. Keep score, and award the
winner with your chosen prize.
Initiate Prayer Effort – Unfortunately, many
youth leaders make great plans and then
merely pray that God will bless their efforts. In
this case, you need a prayer team to talk to
God about the pre-Christian kids that need to
see the movie. You need prayer team members
who will each take on one or two students from
your group and pray for them daily – that those
students will be bold and invite their friends to
the film.
Show Trailer # 2 – Keep building the
enthusiasm for this film.

Four Weeks Out
Keep Praying – Ask your students to identify
two “I wanna ask ‘em” friends that your prayer
team can start praying for.
Keep Promoting – If you can, have different The
Identical “characters” show up at your youth
meetings to give announcements, participate in
skits, etc. Place the movie posters in the best
places and have lots of flyers available.
Show Movie Clip #1: How Come We Can’t Do
Music Like This? – Use the Discussion Guide
on page 8 to generate some healthy interaction
with the movie clip.
Start Selling Tickets – Do what some
professional football teams do and sell only
pairs of tickets. That way you’ll encourage your
students to bring an un-churched friend with
them to the movie.

Three Weeks Out
Keep Praying – Your Prayer Team could plan a
prayer chain to be in action during your The
Identical movie showing and event.
Keep Promoting – Encourage your students to
text/Snapchat/Yik Yak/Facebook/etc. their
friends about the movie – maybe using ‘50’s
phrases such as: “You’ll go ape at The
Identical!” “The Identical is boss!”  “The
Identical: like crazy, man!” “Get hip to The
Identical!” Keep sending out those emails and
handing out those flyers. Have an Identical
insert about your event placed in your church’s
bulletin, and ask to make an announcement
from the pulpit during your church’s services.
Keep Selling Tickets – By now you should have
an idea if you need to snag even more seats for
the showing at the theater.
Show Movie Clip #2: Be Who He Made Us To
Be – Use the Discussion Guide on page 10 to
generate some healthy interaction with the
movie clip.

Two Weeks Out
‘60’s Night – Have students dress up in their
best psychedelic styles for one meeting. Have
students vote on the best outfit and award that
person with your chosen prize. Play games like
Name That Tune (of ‘60’s songs), Define the
Slang (words like “groovy” “brody” “fink”
“Chinese fire drill” “far out” “glasspacks” “five
finger discount” and others), etc. Keep score,
and award the winner with your chosen prize.
Phone-chain – Initiate a program to call each
student on your list, talk to them about going to
the movie, and ask about the friends they’re
bringing with them. Report any new names of
friends to the prayer team. 
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Show Movie Clip #3: He Wants Our Good – 
Use the Discussion Guide on page 10 to
generate some healthy interaction with the
movie clip. Keep praying for the kids,
promoting the movie, and selling tickets.

One Week Out
Finalize Transportation – Make sure you have
enough vehicles and drivers. Gather all the
materials that you plan to have in each vehicle.
Confirm Tickets – Make sure you have enough
ordered to handle inevitable last-minute
additions.
Show the Trailer(s) – Keep building the
enthusiasm for this film.
Keep Promoting – Encourage your students to
text/Snapchat/Yik Yak/Facebook/etc. their
friends about the movie – maybe using ‘60’s
phrases such as: “The Identical is far out!” “I’m
hopped up to see The Identical!”  “The Identical
is outta sight!” “Book it to The Identical!” Keep
sending out those emails and handing out
those flyers. Have an Identical insert about your
event placed in your church’s bulletin, and ask
to make an announcement from the pulpit
during your church’s services.
Keep praying for the kids, promoting the movie,
and selling tickets.

Movie Week
Last Minute Blitz – Use every communication
tool you have to flood students with The
Identical messages. Use email, social media,
text, Chat Rooms, phone calls, snail mail,
smoke signals, Morse Code, two-cans-and-a-
string — everything possible!
Five-Senses – A teenager’s The Identical movie
experience does not start when they sit in the
chair at the theater; it begins when they pull
into the parking lot at the church. Plan for what
the “arrival and check in” area at your church
will be by asking the “five senses” questions:
What do you want kids to SEE when they get to
the church? What do you want them to HEAR?
TOUCH? TASTE? SMELL? (Go crazy with the
‘50’s decorations and snacks!)
Reconfirm Transportation – Make sure you 
have one or two cars on standby in case you
have a lot of “walk ups” – kids who just “show
up” to see the movie and who you had no idea
were coming.
Reconfirm Ticket Count – See “Reconfirm
Transportation” – You’re better off having a few
too many tickets than too few.

Sign-In – Prepare “The Identical Cards” (cards
that the kids fill out) so you can get the contact
information on each student attending the
movie with your group.

Movie Night
Have your “Five-Sensing” plans in action.
If you can, have at least one vintage car that
you can use to take lucky contest winners to
the theater.
Be sure to have copies of the “After-Seeing-
The-Movie” discussion guide (on page 11)
available for each leader.

Sunday Morning
Use The Identical Event as your Sunday
morning program. The Leader Guide and
reproducible Student Guide are on pages 13-
14. This session is a perfect opportunity to
have the parents participate with the kids.

One Week After
Within 24 hours – Have someone personally
contact each student who attended the movie
with your youth group. Invite each student to
the follow-up The Identical youth meeting.
Pray that the Lord will continue to work in the
students’ lives even after the program ends.
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THE ISSUE OF
ADOLESCENCE
Discovering Who We Really Are

This, other than finding new life in Jesus Christ,
is THE task of adolescence. Your young friends
enter their teenage years with just a shell of an
idea of who God has made them to be and the
kind of “good works” He has “prepared in
advance” for them to do. In the next few years,
their experiences, guidance from parents,
peers, school leaders, and you—along with
their growing ability to think abstractly—will
enable them to become confident adults, ready
to make a difference in the world. 

What kind of person am I? What am I good at?
How do other people see me? What kind of life
will I have in twenty years?

Those are not the questions of a six year old,
because their thinking ability hasn’t matured
enough to even think of such questions.
Teenagers are developing new ways of thinking;
they’re moving from the “concrete” mode of
thinking to more “abstract” abilities. Enhanced
cognitive capacity in adolescence means that
adolescents change in their self-conceptions,
self-esteem, and their emotional understanding.
(By the way—the term, “self-esteem” was first
coined by William James, an American, in the
late 19th century. Just thought you’d want that
little factoid.)

A child might describe themselves in concrete
terms that are related to traits. “I have a dog
named Tipper and a brother named Michael.
I’m good at reading, but not so good at sports.”
But a teenager might say, “I’m complicated. I’m
sensitive, outgoing, popular, and tolerant. I can
be shy in some circumstances. I can also be
self-conscious, even obnoxious when I’m
upset.” Note that the traits mentioned are more
abstract and include personality characteristics.

There are really FOUR different “selves” that a
teenager could describe:
The Actual Self – “Who I am”
The Possible Self – “Who I might become”
The Ideal Self – “Who I would like to be”
The Feared Self – “Who I dread becoming”

Your role as a youth ministry leader is to point
them to their Creator, to help them interpret
their experiences and observations in light of
God’s Word, and assist them to discover
themselves as a creation of God, destined to
do good things to help the world recognize
Him. You get to help them discover who they
might become, and point them in the direction
of God’s design and who they would LIKE to
become!

That’s why resources like The Identical are so
valuable. They raise the kinds of questions that
small children can’t answer, but that teenagers
MUST answer. They give you the opportunity to
have spiritual conversations with teenagers
about this vital issue. They open the door for
God’s Word to be taught and learned. What an
excellent resource to have!
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MOVIE CLIP
DISCUSSION
GUIDES
Intro
Teenagers are “sight and sound” oriented. They
turn to video sources for almost everything
from discovering new music to communicating
how their day has gone. As a youth leader, the
more you can incorporate video into your
programming, the more effective you’ll be. Of
course, you already know that.

Since you’re a savvy youth leader, you will
appreciate having these four clips from The
Identical to work with. They can be used to
spark some interesting conversations with your
young friends about some of the themes that
they will encounter in the film. Get creative with
how you use these clips – show them to your
entire group, or have your small group leaders
use them when they meet with their students,
or even show them to the whole church as a
way of engaging the entire congregation with
what your youth ministry is doing!

INTERLi�NC. INTERLINC-ONLINE.COM / 800.725.3300
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Movie Clip #1 – How Come We
Can’t Do Music Like This?

In this scene, Ryan and his high school friend
Dino are in a “honky tonk” on the “other side of
the tracks” and listening to a red hot R&B band.
Dino offers Ryan a beer, but Ryan refuses—he’s
too into the music.

Play the clip and generate some discussion
around these questions. If you want to teach on
the importance of music, use the follow outline
for your talk.

Discussion Questions
• Why was Dino incredulous about Ryan’s
question?
• Are “PK’s” (Preacher’s Kids) – or kids who are
raised by strict, conservative parents – the
most “wild at heart”?
• Do you think that there can be a “wrong” style
of music? Why or why not?
• What does the kind of music a person listens
to tell you about that person?
• Does God care about the kind of music you
listen to? Why or why not?

Music Helps Us Love God – Mark 12:30; 
Luke 10:27
Here is how music helps us to love God with
our heart, mind, strength, and soul.

Heart
• We can understand easily how music enables
us to love God with all our heart. Sometimes
music can transcend our thinking and go right
to our heart – the seat of our emotional core.
• Music can enhance even alter our mood.
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Heart
• We can understand easily how music enables
us to love God with all our heart. Sometimes
music can transcend our thinking and go right
to our heart – the seat of our emotional core.
• Music can enhance even alter our mood.

Imagine if a flute was playing “Somewhere Over
The Rainbow” for the kickoff at a football
game—do you think the crowd would be on
their feet and screaming their lungs out?
• A person can sometimes tell what’s going on
inside a teenager by the music he or she 
listens to.

Mind
• Knowing how music helps us to love God
with our entire mind is a no-brainer, so to
speak. (2 Corinthians 10:5)
• Music can teach. (Colossians 3:16) Be
careful that what you learn from music is
actually true. There are “Love songs to Jesus”
that equate love for God with love for a girl.
Also, songs that call on God to “meet with us
here” teach the wrong thing about God’s nature
and the power of music.
Music requires concentration. The more you
learn about it, the deeper your enjoyment of it.

Strength
• Music is a skill. You get better at it the more
you practice it. That includes listening.
When tempted to slack off in our walk of faith,
God will more often bring a song to mind than a
Scripture verse.

Soul
• Music is the language of the soul. Something
about music can transcend our thinking and
feeling capacities, and come straight from the
soul.
• Music is unique to humans. Whales converse.
Birds announce their presence. Dogs howl at
sirens. But people make music. Even angels
don’t make music. (Some in heaven are
described as holding a harp, but that’s likely a
symbol of something other than making music.)
Maybe music is one indication that we are, as
Genesis 1:27 says, created “in the image of
God.”
• The glimpses of eternity that we get in
Scripture include the sense that music is a
constant part of that environment.
• Every religious tradition involves music.
Across all time, cultural, geographic, and
philosophical boundaries, music is a common
denominator.
• Music is an automatic response to
experiencing God. (Psalm 63)
• What if your soul is rebellious, twisted, and
broken? You get rebellious, twisted, and broken
music.

Isaiah 42:10 – Sing to the Lord a new song, His
praise from the ends of the earth!

INTERLi�NC. INTERLINC-ONLINE.COM / 800.725.3300
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Movie Clip #2 – Be Who He 
Made Us To Be
Ryan and his father, Reece, are working on the
family car. Ryan removes the carburetor and
explains that the jets are fouled. He’s naturally
talented with mechanics. Responding to
Reece’s question about how he’s doing, Ryan
says, “Figuring it out, I guess.” Reece explains,
“I don’t think we ever really do figure it out.
That’s God’s job. Our job is to be who He made
us to be, and do what He calls us to do.”

That quote is one of the key lines in this film.
Our job is to be who He made us to be, and do
what He calls us to do. Finding out who He has
made us to be and what He has called us to do
is no easy task—especially for teenagers.

Use this clip to set up a discussion about self-
image, uniqueness, and God’s plan. 

Discussion Questions
• Are you naturally gifted in anything? If 
so, what?
• How does someone discover what he or she
is good at doing?
• Can you ever really know who God has made
you to be? Why or why not?
• What about God’s plan (or “call”) for you—
can you know what that is with certainty?
• How would someone go about discovering
what God has called him or her to do?

Use the information in the article titled “THE
Issue Of Adolescence: Discovering Who We
Really Are” on page 7 to wrap up this
discussion. Point out that God’s will can only
really be seen in the rear-view mirror, not the

windshield. Only afterwards can we look back
and see what God was doing!

Movie Clip #3 – He Wants 
Our Good
Ryan and his mom are watching television—
Ryan’s twin brother performing a song. (Of
course, nobody knows they are twins.) The
performance resonates deeply within Ryan, and
he confesses that he doesn’t hear the “call” to
the ministry that his pastor father wants him to
have. He wants to be a musician. His mother
gives him this advice: “The love of God seeks
us in every situation and desires our good. If 
He is in your dreams, nothing can stand 
against them.”

Her advice to Ryan is an echo of Romans 8:28
(“And we know that in all things God works for
the good of those who love Him, who have
been called according to His purpose”) and 31
(“If God is for us, who can be against us?”) Use
this clip and the discussion questions to
encourage your young friends that following
God is the best thing they can do for
themselves.

This clip also highlights the importance of
family in shaping a person’s life—even if
estranged and unaware of each other as the
twin brothers are in this film. Use the
information in the article on page 14, “The
Importance Of Family” to supplement your
discussion with young people about this clip.

Discussion Questions
• What’s your initial reaction when something
doesn’t go right?
• How do you interpret what the mom said to
Ryan?
• Many people think that following Jesus
means that they won’t get to do anything cool,
fun, or fulfilling. How would you respond to
someone who thought that?
• Ryan doesn’t realize that he’s watching his
twin brother perform, and yet he says, “I can
see right inside of him. I know what he’s
thinking. I know what he’s gonna say. I even
know what his next dance move’s gonna be. I
may just be crazy.” Do you have that kind of
connection with a brother, sister, or cousin?
What do you make of that kind of thing?
• What makes our relationship with our brothers
and sisters different from our friends?
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Movie Clip #2 – Be Who He 
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• How do you respond when what your parents
want for you is not what you want?
• What would you have done if you were the
manager of “The Identical” and your
moneymaking impersonator wanted to pursue
his own music? Why?
• What do you think the “big message” of this
movie is?
• Finish this sentence, “Dude, you have GOT to
see this movie because…”

Wrap Up
Make sure you tell the group about the Sunday
morning event (it’s on page 6) before you leave
the restaurant. You might even want to have
some flyers with you to hand out.

<< Page IDT 11
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AFTER THE MOVIE
DISCUSSION
GUIDE
Go Someplace
Find someplace neutral where you can talk
without being interrupted – a ‘50’s-themed
restaurant with a “back room” would be ideal.
Make sure that your participants know that
you’re going to “debrief” the film so they’ll be
ready to talk when the time comes.

Generate Discussion
Once the food has arrived and things seem to
be settling down to a dull roar, start getting
some feedback about the movie by asking
questions like:
• What surprised you about the movie?
• How would you summarize this movie in 
a tweet?
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THE IDENTICAL
EVENT: FOLLOW
YOUR CALLING
This is your “follow up meeting” guide. Ideally,
you’ll plan to use this on the Sunday morning
after taking your group to see the film.

Theme
Life; Purpose/Meaning

Objective
Students will understand that God has given
each of them a purpose, along with unique
abilities to fulfill His calling.

Note
This session is a perfect opportunity to have all
the parents join their kids in your Sunday
morning program. So, plan accordingly!

Warm Up
‘50’s Relay – Divide your group into teams of
five players and run a relay race where the
participant runs across the room to where the
several iconic ‘50’s tasks must be completed—
one task per runner. Be sure to be playing
music from the movie (the soundtrack is
awesome!) while the relay is being run. Award
prizes (the Hula Hoops, Yo-Yo’s, etc. would
make great giveaways) to the winning team.
Use your creativity to add to or adjust these five
suggested tasks.
Hula Hoop – The player must complete five
successive rotations of the Hula Hoop.
Name Those Cars – Have photos of five ‘50’s
cars arranged on a table or wall. The player has
to name the year, make, and model of three of
them.

Curlers – Have five of those old-fashioned hair
curlers available for each team. The player has
to run to the table, grab the curlers, run back to
the team where someone installs the curlers in
his or her hair, then run back to the table and
remove the curlers.
Spin The Top – Have several old school Tops
available. The player has to wind up and spin
the Top on a table or the floor. The Top must
stay spinning upright for at least five seconds.
Davey Crockett, Sharpshooter – Have a
coonskin hat and a Nerf rifle available for each
team. Place targets on a wall. The player must
wear the cap and hit three targets with the Nerf
gun.

Transition
Say something like, “Whew! After playing these
games, I bet you’ll be happy to going back to
Candy Crush or Angry Birds! One thing is
certain; kids back then faced similar issues as
we do. We recently went to see The Identical, a
film that was set in the ‘50’s, ‘60’s and ‘70’s.
Let’s reconstruct the storyline of the movie for
the benefit of those who couldn’t go with us to

see the film.” Let the kids retell the movie’s
storyline. Then generate some discussion with
questions like these:
• Which song from the movie keeps running in
your head?
• What do you think of the movie’s byline:
“Identical Twins / Two Worlds / One Destiny”?
How was “destiny” a key theme in this film?
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Movie Clip #4 – Follow 
Your Calling
This clip is the penultimate moment in the film.
The movie reviewer for Variety put it this way:
“When the minister ultimately accepts his
adopted son’s true calling, Liotta’s subtly
powerful portrayal of that acceptance helps
give the film’s upbeat ending a solid ring 
of truth.”

Note: We will send this clip to you on
Opening Weekend.  To request

the download email
info@interlinc-online.com

Since the clip is fairly emotional, you’ll want to
make sure everyone’s settled down and ready
to watch before showing Movie Clip #4: 
Follow Your Calling from the Music Video Loop
86 DVD.

Transition
Hand out the Student Guides. Explain that
discovering who God has made us to be, and
what our “calling” is in life, is a vital task—
especially during our teenage years. With a firm
understanding of who we are and what we are
here to accomplish, we can be confident as we
move into our futures.

Bible Study
Use this outline to teach the main phrases of
Galatians 6:4-5 (The Message paraphrase)
– Make a careful exploration of who you are
and the work you have been given, and then
sink yourself into that. Don’t be impressed with
yourself. Don’t compare yourself with others.
Each of you must take responsibility for doing
the creative best you can with your own life.
Make a careful exploration – Many people never
make a “careful exploration” of their life. They
instead hope that chance and favorable
circumstances will help guide who they
become. Instead, we are to be strategic, and
give real thought to the direction we take in life.
Ephesians 5:15 says a similar thing: “Be very
careful, then, how you live—not as unwise, but
as wise.”
Of who you are – Note the tense in this phrase:
“are” – not “were” or “will become”, but “are”.
Having a good grasp on who you are can help
guide your decisions about the activities you
engage in, the education and lessons you

pursue, etc. Knowing who you are will help you
know what strengths to build on and which
weaknesses to cover.
And the work you have been given – You may
not realize it, but you have a God-given job to
do! This has nothing to do with your career, but
everything to do with how God will use you to
show the world His love. Ephesians 2:10
explains this clearly, “For we are God’s
handiwork, created in Christ Jesus to do good
works, which God prepared in advance for us
to do.” Note the “God prepared in advance”
phrase, and ponder that for a while!
Take responsibility – So people try to make
excuses for why they can’t fulfill God’s plans for
them. This phrase clearly shows that we have
to shoulder the responsibility for what we do.
Regardless of your family situation, the school
you attend, the people you’re around, or the
trials you have endured, you are the one to
make the best of what you have!
Do the creative best you can – Eugene
Peterson had a stroke of genius when he used
the words “creative best” in his paraphrase of
this verse. So much of what we have to deal
with requires creative thinking to make God
look good. For instance, in Daniel 1 the four
young Israeli captives go creative with a
solution to the problem of eating the King’s
food that wasn’t kosher. In the same way, you
will need to be creative as you devise your
strategy to “sink into” the “work you have 
been given.”

Wrap Up
If you have students in attendance because
they were introduced to your church by the
movie, this might be a good time to give a
Gospel presentation. The themes discussed in
this follow up event point to needing to know
God in order to know what He’s designed us to
be and do. Apart from knowing Him, we falter
and sin. So, offering students a chance to
initiate a relationship with Him through the
saving power of Jesus Christ could be a natural
wrap up for your group.
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF FAMILY
Honor your father and your mother, as the Lord
your God has commanded you, so that you may
live long and that it may go well with you in the
land the Lord your God is giving you.
Deuteronomy 5:16

A friend loves at all times, and a brother is born
for a time of adversity.
Proverbs 17:17

Without a doubt, every student in your ministry
has a family. Whether he or she is an only child,
adopted, one of many kids, in a “blended”
family, living with a single parent, or even
estranged from the rest of the family and living
with others (like foreign exchange students),
every person has a family. Students need to
understand that getting along with their family
members is vitally important – especially during
their teenage years. Here are two reasons why:

Few people are as significant as family. – As the
father-in-law of two adopted people, I’ve
experienced first-hand the importance of
biological parents and siblings as well as
adopted parents and siblings. There is a
visceral connection between “blood” relatives
that cannot be denied. All youth leaders know
what happens when that connection is severed.
The Identical portrays this truth well.

The Identical Student Guide

Galatians 6:4-5
Make a careful exploration of who you are and the work you have been
given, and then sink yourself into that. Don’t be impressed with yourself.
Don’t compare yourself with others. Each of you must take responsibility
for doing the creative best you can with your own life.
– (The Message paraphrase)

Make A Careful Exploration
Ephesians 5:15

Of Who You Are

And The Work You Have Been Given
Ephesians 2:10

Take Responsibility

Do The Creative Best You Can
Daniel 1

Note: There is a single page Student Guide available for you to print out
at theindentical.interlinc-online.com
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What makes siblings important to each other is
far more than sharing a common set of parents.
By virtue of growing up together, siblings learn
to relate to the larger world. Brothers and
sisters learn about loyalty, competition, conflict,
problem solving, exploring –and more –from
each other. A brother is not just another
person—he’s a brother. The same is true for
sisters.

There is limited time left. – Because your
students are teenagers, they have very little
time left to solidify their relationships with their
family. That’s what makes this issue such an
important topic to cover in a youth ministry.
What happens now and in the next few years
will likely solidify the foundation that will
characterize those relationships for a lifetime.

Family members do have an incredible impact
on each other, an influence that is a huge part
of The Identical story.
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“The Identical” is the compelling story of twin
brothers unknowingly separated at birth during
the Great Depression. DREXEL HEMSLEY
becomes an iconic 50’s rock ‘n’ roll star, while
RYAN WADE (Blake Rayne) struggles to
balance his love for music with his desire to
please his father. The Reverend Wade (Ray
Liotta) and his wife (Ashley Judd) are sure their
adopted son has been gifted and called by God
to be a preacher. But Ryan challenges his
parents’ vision for his life, and unflinchingly
chooses to launch his own music career with
his best friend (Seth Green). Encouraged 
by his wife (Erin Cottrell) and employer 
(Joe Pantoliano), Ryan embarks on an
unpredictable, provocative path - performing
the legendary music of Drexel Hemsley in sold
out venues all across the country. 

As the brothers’ destinies tragically collide,
Ryan discovers that Drexel is his identical twin
which leads him to question everything he’s
ever believed about God, family and his 
own identity.

This “Behind The Scenes” Youthworker Guide
gives you the tools to use this powerful movie
to help your students explore the questions
central to a teenager’s identity – “Who am I?”
and “What am I here for?”
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